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Passion for precision
Why not use the world’s finest instruments for
your facelift procedures?
Stille instruments are considered to be the finest in the world by many surgeons due to the unrivaled feeling and precision.
This facelift set is developed in cooperation with Dr. Alan Matarasso, NY, and represents a minimalistic and cost effective sampling
of the most important instruments for successful facelift procedures.
Stille has designed, manufactured and marketed surgical instruments since 1841. Even today 170 years after the first instrument
was made Stille instruments are known all over the world for their unique quality and delicate design. The design and manufacturing methods give an outstanding feel when using the instruments. All Stille instruments are handmade in our own factory in Sweden using a technology which is founded on our legacy of craftmanship and mastery of forging steel. We belive that the quality,
precision and feel of the instruments enable the surgeon to achieve a better outcome for the patient in a more effective and cost
efficient manner. Because every patient deserves to be cared for with the best possible products.

Stille Facelift set
Complete Set article code: 115-115-1004
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101-8458-17

STILLE MATARASSO FACE-LIFT SUPER CUT SCISSORS

curved 17 cm 6.75 in

a

101-8458-20

STILLE MATARASSO FACE-LIFT SUPER CUT SCISSORS

curved 20 cm 8 in

b

101-8175-18

STILLE METZENBAUM SUPER CUT SCISSORS

curved 18 cm 7 in

c

101-8162

STILLE BABY METZENBAUM DISSECTING SCISSORS

curved 12.5 cm 5 in

d

102-9022

ADSON STILLE TISSUE FORCEPS

cross-serrated 1x2 teeth 12 cm 4.75 in

e

102-9845-20

BJÖRK-STILLE DIATHERMY FORCEPS

insulated 20 cm 8 in

f

104-15561-181

MAYO-HEGAR STILLE NEEDLE HOLDER

TC jaws 18 cm 7 i

g

104-15566-151

STILLE BABY CRILE-WOOD NEEDLEHOLDER

Delicate TC 15 cm 6 in

h

107-13120-15

ALLIS STILLE TISSUE GRASPING FORCEPS

5x6 teeth 15 cm 6 in

i

108-24112

GILLIES STILLE SKIN HOOK

large 19 cm 7.5 in

j

Stille quality has no age.

Picture

A few years ago, a Swedish hospital sent a pair of scissors to Stille for sharpening. Upon examination it turned out that the scissors were produced by Stille in the early 1930’s. The scissors were sharpened and returned to the hospital where they are now
again in daily use.
Handled correctly, a Stille instrument never grows old.

Try our instruments and experience Stille quality!
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Stille instrument sets – a passion for precision!
Stille has, often in close collaboration with leading surgeons, developed a number of so called instrument sets with the aim of
simplifying for surgeons and other perioperative staff members.
Stille’s instrument sets build on our passion for precision and share the same philosophy of focusing on the instruments that make
a difference in achieving the best possible outcome. Thereby, we are able to limit the number of instruments in each set to a bare
minimum. In essence, we want our instrument sets to reflect the character of our individual instruments – precise, minimalistic
and highly effective.
Our instruments sets are available in three different configurations:
• Stille Classics are collections of a very limited number of instruments. The Classics sets are primarily intended as a sampler
for surgeons who wish to familiarize themselves with the precision and quality of Stille instruments. More often than not,
the Classic sets can be used for different surgical procedures.
• Stille Essentials are a series of instrument sets combined with a specific procedure in mind. Again, with the aim of being
minimalistic in scope and complexity, these sets contain only the essential instruments commonly used for the specific
procedure.
• Stille Ultimates expand on the Stille Essentials. Just as the latter, the Ultimate sets combine instruments for a specific 		
surgical procedure, but include a broader collection of instruments and tools commonly used to achieve the best outcome.
The Ultimates are perfect for the surgeon who recognizes the value of having the best possible tools to achieve the best
possible outcome for the patient.
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Stille AB was founded in 1841 as an instrument workshop for the renowned Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.
Today, 170 years later, we pride ourselves in providing surgical instruments of the highest quality by staying true to our legacy of
craftsmanship and close collaboration with the surgical community. To learn more, please visit us at www.stille.se.

